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ZIP FLYER™

SCREW LIFT™

SWITCHGRIP™

Z-360 ™

MINOTAUR™

OFFROAD TRUCK™

Explore the world of VEX Robotics®
Construction Kits by HEXBUG®
with these additional builds and
activities. Each build comes
with individual instructions.

WWW.HEXBUG.COM/VEX
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ABOUT THE FORKLIFT

INVESTIGATION ONE

To moving

Forklifts have become a very important part of the
manufacturing and warehouse industries because they can
efficiently move heavy loads of materials. The best modern
forklifts now use fuel cell technology to power industrial
trucks that control the forklifts.
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The earliest forms of forklifts were manually powered like
the Forklift that you built. Before they were attached to
trucks, forklifts lifted heavy loads by using manually powered
hoists. Because your Forklift moves lightweight balls, you
can do it manually with a turn of the Kinetic Handle (input
crank) that uses gears to create mechanical advantages.

HOW DOES THE KINETIC HANDLE CREATE
MECHANICAL POWER THROUGHOUT THE FORKLIFT?

You can follow the mechanical power as it moves throughout
the Forklift. Look closely at the gears that rotate as you rotate
the Kinetic Handle clockwise to manually add mechanical power.

∙ The Kinetic Handle is connected to a shaft (axle)
that rotates a 12-tooth gear.
∙ The 12-tooth gear rotates a 60-tooth gear.
∙ The 60-tooth gear then rotates a second
12-tooth gear.
∙ Next, the mechanical force moves upward to
the top of the mechanism by changing directions
twice at it is transferred through two pairings of
bevel gears.

The power’s
direction
changes from

Left-right or
Up-down

Look at the two pairings of bevel
gears. Circle Left-right or Up-down
to choose 1) the direction of the
input power or force, and then 2)
the direction of the output power
or force.

Bevel gears are special gears shaped to rotate together while facing different
directions. Bevel gears are used to change the direction of the mechanical power.

PART TWO

At

Left-right or
Up-down

Left-right or
Up-down

TRACKING THE FORCE’S CHANGES IN
DIRECTION AT TWO KEY LOCATIONS

Location #1

Left-right or
Up-down

Location #2

The last of the four bevel gears shares a shaft
with a 12-tooth gear at the top of the mechanism.
That 12-tooth gear rotates a 60-tooth gear which
rotates the Forklift’s arm as output.
Return to the first 60-tooth gear after the Kinetic
Handle. The 60-tooth gear rotates a 12-tooth
gear that sends power to the bevel gears. But, the
60-tooth gear also rotates another 60-tooth gear.
That second 60-tooth gear rotates a third. The
third 60-tooth gear powers the ball return ramp
for the Forklift as output.
You have now tracked the input power or force
from where you rotate the Kinetic Handle to
the mechanical output within the Forklift and
return ramp.

INVESTIGATION TWO
HOW DO GEAR RATIOS CHANGE
THE FORCE?

Look again at how the
input power travels up to
the top 12-tooth gear that
rotates the 60-tooth gear
that powers the Forklift.

Gear Ratios

Torque

Advantage

12-tooth gear

Note: There were other gears
like the bevel gears involved
in transferring power to these
gears but bevel gears are all the
same size. Here, we can focus
only on the gear ratio between
the 12-tooth and 60-tooth gears.

When a smaller gear drives
or rotates a larger gear, a
mechanical advantage of
increased rotational torque
is gained. So the 60-tooth
gear has greater torque
when powering the Forklift.

60-tooth gear

The first gear that provides
the input power is called the
driving gear. So here, the
12-tooth gear is the driving
gear. The second gear that
is rotated by the driving gear
is called the driven gear and
it provides output power.
The 60-tooth gear is the
driven gear.
# Driving Gear Rotations > #
Driven Gear Rotations

Speed

Output Gear = 60 teeth = 5
or 5:1
Gear Ratio =
Input Gear
12 teeth 1

# Driving Gear Rotations < #
Driven Gear Rotations

Use the following formula to calculate the
gear ratio of the driving (input) gear and the
driven (output) gear:

Driving Gear Driven Gear
(Input)
(Output)

4

Number of balls
successfully lifted two-ball
loads in 1 minute

Other notes on
Forklift performance

Explain the process to decide which speed was the most effective for rotating the
Kinetic Handle of the Forklift. Determine the fastest speed that also remains accurate.

Quickly (1 rotation =
1 seconds)

Moderately (1 rotation =
2 seconds)

Slowly (1 rotation =
4 seconds)

Speed of Rotation

How fast should you rotate the Kinetic Handle? Does the
Forklift perform differently (better or worse) if you rotate the
Kinetic Handle quickly or slowly?

A 5:1 ratio means that in the Forklift, the 12-tooth driving gear has to rotate five times in order to rotate
the 60-tooth gear one full rotation. The greater number of rotations in the driving gear creates greater
torque for lifting for the Forklift.

PART TWO
TESTING TRADEOFFS BETWEEN
SPEED AND ACCURACY

Test rotating the Kinetic Handle at three different
speeds for 1 minute. Keep track of how many
times the Forklift is able to lift two balls to the top
ramp at the same time. That will be your measure
of accuracy. Also, write down what you notice
about the Forklift’s performance at each speed.
Which speed was the most effective? Remember
that each speed had a different number of total
attempts possible within 1 minute. Slowly had 15
possible attempts. Moderately had 30 attempts,
and Quickly had 60 attempts in 1 minute.

